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The construction around the Ocean Center is finally completed and the new building is gorgeous. Thanks to the
support of our Nationals Village sponsors, the facility will be open this year without any costs to enter. Attendees
must enter the facility from the North side or South side as shown for all aspects of the NHSDTC. The East Lobby
doors (facing the Hilton Resort) or the West Doors will not be in use for entry/exit and are to be considered offlimits. Anyone needing handicap access or assistance with large rolling carts may utilize the main elevator located
near the south entrance of the facility.
PARKING PROCEDURES: All vehicles (cars, small trucks, & vans including 15-passenger vans) that occupy a
single parking slot must park in the parking garage on the North side of the facility. The parking garage will charge
the prevailing rate to park each time the vehicle enters. Only those with pre-purchased parking passes sold through
attending schools will be allowed unlimited, same day re-entry without additional cost (see Page 2-6). All buses
and other oversized vehicles (large trucks, RVs, etc.) will need to park in the WEST lot BEHIND the Ocean Center.
These vehicles will require an advanced parking pass or they will be charged the prevailing rate for each entry.
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